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Summary

IBM Electronic Journal is a software package that captures 

journal data at the point of sale (POS), buffers it in memory 

and then sends it to the POS controller when the transaction 

is complete. This process creates an exact electronic 

duplicate of the paper journal tape, which allows store 

managers and sales audit personnel to view, query and 

analyze the data onscreen, instead of by hand. The benefits 

are powerful and immediate because retailers can quickly 

identify suspicious patterns, improprieties and human 

errors in register data before these events impact 

profitability. Retailers can also complete these tasks 

without sorting through rolls of journal paper, which saves 

time and helps improve productivity.

Key messages 

1. IBM Electronic Journal is a comprehensive package

It delivers all the high-performance electronic journaling 

capabilities retailers need to monitor terminal data 

closely and protect profits. It makes data retrieval, 

security and auditing faster and easier than ever, with 

several features designed to increase productivity and 

ease of use.

2. IBM Electronic Journal helps retailers save money

It gives retailers the option to eliminate paper from the 

process entirely. This removes the cost of purchasing 

and storing rolls, then sending them to other locations 

by courier. Going paperless can also reduce wear and 

tear on POS printers.

3. IBM Electronic Journal is easy to integrate with 

4690 applications

It can be added to current versions of IBM Supermarket 

Application (SA), IBM General Sales Application (GSA) 

and IBM Chain Drug Sales Application (CDSA).
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IBM Electronic Journal

Features  Benefits The retail on demand connection

Enhanced LAN feature can recover data from a file server If the server is unavailable, the operating system   Operate with secure resilience
unavailable condition automatically spools and despools as needed, reducing  
 electronic journal code size and complexity

After a user-defined time period, all journal files from  Compressed files are easier to store and retrieve than  Enable your people
a given day are compressed into a single file multiple files for individual registers, so retailers can  
 find specific data faster

Retailers can customize how the software builds and  Improves productivity and minimizes interference  Enable your people
compresses electronic journal files, based on  with end-of-day operations  
individual store needs

Retailers can quickly identify suspicious patterns,   Improves loss prevention and makes audits and searches   Take out costs
improprieties and human errors in register data more consistent using text-string search capability to  Enable your people
 compare against the selected journal

Paper-free operation Saves valuable time, helps improve productivity and  Take out costs
 eliminates costs associated with purchasing, storing  Enable your people
 and mailing journal rolls

Positioning 

Portfolio comparison

IBM Electronic Journal is an extension for the IBM 4690 

Operating System (OS). It offers valuable benefits, such 

as increased productivity and cost savings, for current 

4690 customers who are not required by law to maintain 

paper journal rolls and would like to make the transition to 

electronic journaling. As an extension to IBM software, only 

a few small competitors can provide electronic journaling 

software. However, IBM Electronic Journal is clearly the 

software of choice for customers in this space, as it can 

provide the added functionality of electronic journaling 

with the same valued reliability of the IBM 4690 OS.

Target markets

Retailers running IBM 4690 OS who want to migrate from 

paper to electronic journaling

IBM Electronic Journal enables retailers to make a smooth 

transition from paper journaling to electronic journaling, 

without disrupting current procedures or daily operations.

Specifications (system requirements)

Operating systems  • 4690 OS Version 2 Release 4
 • 4690 OS Version 3

Applications • IBM 4680-4690 GSA
 • IBM 4680-4690 SA
 • IBM 4680 CDSA
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